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INTRODUCTION

MODERN voting rights scholarship agrees on one thing: voting rights are aggregate rights. The right to vote is important, of course, for a variety of individualistic reasons. It may be consti-
tutive of citizenship, central to the inculcation of civic virtue, and so on. But contemporary scholarship begins with the premise that the right to vote is meaningful in large part because it affords groups of persons the opportunity to join their voices to exert force on the political process. On this account, the fairness of a legal rule affecting voting rights cannot be determined by focusing solely on an individual voter; a resolutely individualistic focus makes it impossible to determine how the rule affects the ability of groups of voters to exercise political influence.

The aggregate nature of the right to vote presents special problems for any effort to evaluate voting rights claims. To the extent that voting rights are aggregate rights, one cannot evaluate voting rights claims, or the fairness of an electoral system, without establishing the boundaries of appropriate aggregation. The literature has recognized this fact, but it has failed to recognize the breadth of the aggregation dilemma. Its focus has been principally spatial, and the debate has centered on identifying instances where it is appropriate to aggregate across persons located in different places for purposes of evaluating the fairness (or constitutionality) of a voting rule. A common question, for example, is whether the existence of a majority-minority electoral district in one part of a state is relevant to a voting rights claim brought by minority voters in a different part of that state. Missed by the scholarship, however, is the existence of another dimension altogether in which one could aggregate the collective treatment of individual voters for purposes of evaluating the fairness of a voting rule: the temporal dimension. That dimension raises a critical question: within what time frame should one evaluate the fairness of a voting rule?

This Article will explore the oft-overlooked temporal dimension of voting rights. While the temporal dimension goes largely unnoticed, it is often implicitly manipulated in the service of, or against, a particular voting rights claim. For example, the temporal dimension played a critical but unacknowledged role in *League of United

---

1 As Part I explains, contemporary debates about spatial aggregation often conflate two conceptually distinct dimensions of aggregation: a group dimension and an institutional dimension. See infra Sections I.A–B. For a discussion of the significance of the institutional dimension, see Adam B. Cox, Partisan Gerrymandering and Disaggregated Redistricting, 2004 Sup. Ct. Rev. 409, 438–40.
Latin American Citizens v. Perry\(^2\) ("LULAC"), the latest round of litigation before the Supreme Court concerning the constitutionality of Texas's mid-decade redistricting effort.\(^3\) In that case, the plaintiffs argued that the redistricting plan drawn up by the Republican-controlled legislature unconstitutionally disadvantaged Texas Democrats. The state raised several defenses to this claim, among them the suggestion that the pro-Republican plan is constitutional because it merely compensates for the anti-Republican plan that was previously in place.\(^4\) The implicit argument was that inter-temporal representational trade-offs should be constitutionally permissible. Moreover, this is not a new argument. When the Supreme Court first considered the constitutionality of partisan gerrymanders in *Davis v. Bandemer*,\(^5\) the plurality and dissent were implicitly divided over the appropriateness of inter-temporal representational trade-offs. Writing for the plurality, Justice White suggested that a loss in the current round of redistricting could be offset by gains in the next round. Justice Powell strongly disagreed, arguing in his dissent that the possibility of some future advantage was irrelevant to the constitutionality of the current disadvantage suffered by Indiana Democrats in that case.\(^6\) While their difference of opinion over the permissibility of temporal aggregation was potentially dispositive, the disagreement went undiscussed, and the Court failed to acknowledge the temporal dimension of voting rights.

Once we identify the temporal dimension of voting rights, an obvious question arises: what is the appropriate time period within which to evaluate the fairness (or constitutionality) of a voting regulation? Was Justice White right in *Davis v. Bandemer*, or was Justice Powell? Courts and commentators have sometimes implic-

\(^2\) 126 S. Ct. 2594 (2006).

\(^3\) Texas's mid-decade redistricting plan first came before the Supreme Court during the Court's October 2003 Term. While the Texas litigation was pending, the Court decided *Vieth v. Jubelirer*, 541 U.S. 267 (2004), another high-profile partisan gerrymandering case. The Court simultaneously remanded the Texas litigation for reconsideration in light of the *Vieth* opinions. See Jackson v. Perry, 543 U.S. 941, 941 (2004). On remand, the three-judge district court rejected all of the claims brought against the mid-decade redistricting effort. See Henderson v. Perry, 399 F. Supp. 2d 756, 758 (E.D. Tex. 2005).

\(^4\) See infra notes 37–41 and accompanying text.


\(^6\) See infra text accompanying notes 49–59.
itly adopted the position that a narrow temporal frame is required for evaluating voting rights claims and that inter-temporal aggregation is improper. This position has intuitive appeal. After all, it might seem odd to conclude that an injury to a voter in one election can be offset by some benefit to that voter (or some other voter) in a future election.

As this Article will explain, however, this position is misguided. Any intuition we have about the inappropriateness of such temporal aggregation is likely driven by a kind of legislative assembly fetishism—that is, by the assumption that the composition of a legislative assembly should always mirror the composition of the electorate. But neither democratic theory nor our existing institutional arrangements provide a defense for that principle. Moreover, the other concerns we might have about the temporal dimension—that it would drive political actors to engage in extreme behavior in an early time period to make a later time period irrelevant, or that courts would be incompetent to deal with the additional complexity that the temporal dimension would bring to voting rights jurisprudence—turn out to be far less substantial than they initially may appear. Thus, once one accepts voting rights as aggregate rights, there is little reason for wholesale rejection of aggregation in the temporal dimension.

Recognizing the temporal dimension of voting rights has important implications for a number of concrete disputes in voting rights theory and doctrine. First, it advances the theory of minority representation by expanding the available strategies for incorporating minority voices into state legislative assemblies, Congress, or any other democratic decisionmaking body. This theoretical contribution has an immediate doctrinal payoff, complicating the role that "proportionality" plays in modern Voting Rights Act jurisprudence. Second, it provides a new perspective on the debates over partisan gerrymandering, and it offers additional insights into the deep disagreements in modern scholarship over the appropriate role of competition in the electoral process. Third, the possibility of inter-temporal aggregation suggests a way of partially rehabilitating the much-maligned one person, one vote doctrine, while simultaneously suggesting a new critique of that rule.

The Article will proceed in three parts. Part I will unpack the aggregate nature of the right to vote and describe the right's tem-
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poral dimension. This Part will also show the way in which the temporal dimension has surreptitiously played an important role in voting rights jurisprudence, even while it has gone largely unrecognized by courts. Part II will explain why it would be a mistake to categorically reject inter-temporal aggregation of voting rights. Part III will then apply the insights of Parts I and II, exploring the theoretical and doctrinal consequences of acknowledging the temporal dimension of voting rights.

I. Temporality in Voting Theory and Doctrine

This Part defines the temporal dimension of voting rights, explains its significance, and shows how the courts have consistently overlooked this aspect of the right to vote.

A. Temporality in Theory

To unpack the temporal dimension of voting rights, it is necessary first to understand the analytic structure of the right to vote. There is no unitary understanding of this right—an unsurprising fact, given that there is no widespread agreement about why voting is valuable or about what the concept of representation entails. Bracketing these broader debates, however, theories of voting rights can be loosely grouped into two categories. The first category encompasses accounts that are "individualistic" in the sense that one can identify harms to the right to vote without looking beyond the treatment of an individual voter. For example, one might value an individual's right to vote on the ground that voting promotes civic virtue in those who vote. On this account, the denial or abridgement of an individual's right to vote comprises a harm regardless of the treatment of other voters.

Of course, many theories of voting rights do not fit within this first category. It is widely accepted that the right to vote safeguards more than simply the right of an individual voter to cast a ballot. Voting rights are important in large part because they enable groups of individuals to exert collective power in the political proc-

7 For the seminal modern survey of the concept of representation, see Hanna Fenichel Pitkin, The Concept of Representation (1967).
ess. Various theories suggest different ways in which one might safeguard this collective power—by preventing vote dilution, preserving electoral competition, and so on. These theories fall into a second category, under which harms to voting rights cannot be evaluated at the level of individual voters; instead, cognizable harms can be identified only by looking at the treatment of many voters. In this (limited) sense, these theories treat voting rights as aggregate rights.

Modern voting rights scholarship has embraced the aggregate nature of voting rights. But this scholarship has been inattentive to some important consequences that flow from this conception of voting rights. Once we recognize that voting rights are often conceptualized as aggregate rights, it becomes clear that we cannot evaluate voting rights claims without establishing the appropriate boundaries of aggregation.

There are at least three dimensions across which one might aggregate the costs and benefits of a particular voting rule in order to

---


10 See generally Minority Vote Dilution (Chandler Davidson ed., 1984).


12 In using the terms “individual right” and “aggregate right,” I do not mean to engage the various debates about the structure of constitutional rights in particular or legal rights in general. See generally Matthew D. Adler, Rights Against Rules: The Moral Structure of American Constitutional Law, 97 Mich. L. Rev. 1 (1998). Rather, I use the term “aggregate right” only in a limited analytic sense—to indicate that the fairness of an electoral rule cannot be determined by focusing only on the treatment of the rights-claimant herself.

evaluate the rule's fairness—a group dimension, an institutional dimension, and a temporal dimension.\textsuperscript{14} These three dimensions are captured by three questions that are crucial to evaluating the fairness of the rule: (1) How should we define the groups among and between which we measure fairness? (2) How should we select the institutional frame within which we measure fairness? and (3) Across what period of time should we measure fairness?\textsuperscript{15}

My focus here is on the temporal dimension. The following discussion situates that dimension within the broader analytic framework by describing in more detail each of the dimensions in which one might aggregate the right to vote when considering a voting rights claim, as well as the relationship between the different dimensions in which aggregation is possible.

\textsuperscript{14} Here and throughout the Article, I deliberately use both the terms “fairness” and “costs and benefits” when describing the task of evaluating whether a particular voting rule is good or bad. I do this to emphasize that nothing in my analysis turns on the choice between utilitarian, Rawlsian, or other theories of ethics.

\textsuperscript{15} These different dimensions of aggregation are important for any theory of voting rights that focuses on the way in which an electoral rule (or set of rules) affects electoral dynamics. Theories of voting rights might be concerned with electoral dynamics in two different senses. First, a theory might focus on the way in which a legal rule will affect elections if we take voter preferences to be exogenously given, such that their behavior (at the individual level) does not change in response to changes to the system. Theories concerning minority vote dilution, partisan bias, and anticompetitive electoral effects are all concerned in part with such consequences. See, e.g., Reynolds v. Sims, 377 U.S. 533 (1964). Second, a theory might focus on the possibility that a legal regulation will affect the individual behavior of voters (over the short or long term)—that is, that voter preferences are endogenous to the legal rules in potentially bad ways. An example of such a theory is the argument that race-based redistricting is harmful because it sends unfortunate signals to representatives and voters about how they should behave. See, e.g., Shaw v. Reno, 509 U.S. 630, 647-48 (1993) (striking down a North Carolina district in part because of such a concern).

As I suggested above, of course, there are theories of voting injuries that are unconnected to electoral dynamics in either of the senses described above. Such accounts of voting rights are insensitive to the different potential dimensions of aggregation, because they are not concerned with the effects of a particular voting regulation on electoral dynamics. For example, some purpose-based theories of voting rights injuries are concerned only with the motivations of the governmental actors that produce the legal rule at issue (or the social meaning of that action), rather than with the rule's electoral consequences. Cf., e.g., Richard H. Pildes & Richard G. Niemi, Expressive Harms, “Bizarre Districts,” and Voting Rights: Evaluating Election-District Appearances After Shaw v. Reno, 92 Mich. L. Rev. 483 (1993) (arguing that the injury the Court identified in Shaw v. Reno was entailed by the social meaning, rather than the direct electoral consequences, of the redistricting decision at issue in the case). Such theories are important, but they are not the focus of this Article.
1. The Group Dimension

First, one can aggregate the right to vote in the group dimension. Whether an electoral rule causes a cognizable harm often depends in part on how one defines the boundaries of the reference groups whose relative treatment should be compared. Voting rights jurisprudence and scholarship are replete with comparisons of the treatment of different groups: racial groups are the focus of the minority vote dilution inquiry under the Voting Rights Act of 1965,16 political groups are the focus of partisan gerrymandering jurisprudence,17 and so on. But simply separating voters along racial or political lines does not fully delineate the appropriate group boundaries for analysis.

Consider the problem of minority vote dilution. Section 2 of the Voting Rights Act prohibits states from regulating elections "in a manner which results in a denial or abridgement of the right of any citizen of the United States to vote on account of race or color."8 In the redistricting context, the Supreme Court has interpreted Section 2 to prohibit states from enacting redistricting plans that dilute the electoral strength of minority voters.9 In order to determine whether a redistricting plan unfairly diminishes the voting strength of minority voters, of course, one must first decide which minority voters constitute the appropriate comparison group: all minority voters within a state? All minority voters within a particular political subdivision? All minority voters living within a reasonably compact area?20

---

19 See Thornburg v. Gingles, 478 U.S. 30, 46–52 (1986). The precise contours of the concept of vote dilution are quite complex, somewhat confused, and currently contested by different members of the Court. See, e.g., Gerken, supra note 13; Pamela S. Karlan, Georgia v. Ashcroft and the Retrogression of Retrogression, 3 Election L.J. 21 (2004). For present purposes, however, most of this doctrinal detail and confusion can be ignored.
20 And, of course, there are many other aspects to the question of how one defines the minority reference group. One must decide whether (or when) multi-ethnic coalitions of minority voters should be treated as a single group, when minority voters are sufficiently sociologically or politically cohesive to be treated as a single group, and so on. See, e.g., Nixon v. Kent County, 76 F.3d 1381 (6th Cir. 1996); LULAC v. Clements, 999 F.2d 831 (5th Cir. 1993).
There are a number of different ways we might choose to answer this question, depending on the injury we hope to identify. In the context of vote dilution claims under Section 2 of the Voting Rights Act, for example, the Supreme Court initially opted for something close to the third possibility. In *Thornburg v. Gingles*, the Court suggested that the relevant group was a group of minority voters large enough and geographically compact enough for its members to constitute a majority of a single-member district within the districting scheme under review. This group marked the unit of analysis for the Court's vote dilution inquiry, and the Court suggested that an injury to such a group of minority voters could not be offset by a benefit to some other minority voters.

In subsequent cases, however, the Court has often indicated that it might be willing to broaden the scope of the comparison group for purposes of evaluating Section 2 claims. The Court in *Johnson v. De Grandy* indicated that the relevant group included all minority voters living in a major metropolitan area—Dade County—even though this county encompassed a number of single-member districts. And most recently, in *LULAC v. Perry*, the Court suggested that the relevant group should be defined at a statewide level. Nonetheless, the Court has simultaneously been skeptical of

---

22 See id. at 48–51.
23 The doctrinal pressure on the Court's initial definition of the relevant group may have stemmed in part from the fact that the Court laid out the *Gingles* approach in a case concerned with vote dilution caused by a multimember district. See *Gingles*, 478 U.S. at 34–35, 46–48. The framework proved more difficult to apply to challenges to single-member districting arrangements, such as the one at issue in *Johnson v. De Grandy*. See 512 U.S. 997, 1012–13 (1994). In addition, the *Gingles* framework for evaluating vote dilution claims came under pressure because of changes in voting behavior and, in particular, the reduction of polarized voting in some parts of the country. For a discussion of these pressures, see Richard H. Pildes, Is Voting-Rights Law Now at War with Itself? Social Science and Voting Rights in the 2000s, 80 N. C. L. Rev. 1517 (2002).
25 See id. at 1006–17 (using all of the minority voters in Dade County as the reference group for purposes of evaluating a vote dilution claim leveled against Florida's state legislative reapportionment). But the Court continued to suggest that some local geographic constraints on the boundaries of the group might be appropriate. Justice Souter, writing for the majority, resisted the possibility of offsetting benefits to minority voters in Dade County against harms to minority voters located elsewhere in Florida. See id. at 1021–22.
group aggregation. Immediately after selecting a statewide approach in *LULAC*, Justice Kennedy cautioned that the role of this perspective was not "to allow the State to trade off the rights of some against the rights of others." This tension over the appropriate boundaries of group aggregation runs throughout the Supreme Court's voting rights jurisprudence.

There are reasons one might prefer to define group boundaries narrowly or broadly. In the racial redistricting context, for example, the appropriate boundaries of minority groups may depend in part on whether one is more interested in descriptive or substantive representation—that is, whether one is interested in maximizing the election of minority representatives, or instead in maximizing the representation of minority interests. The debate about the preferability of descriptive or substantive representation is a long-standing one, and I take no position on it here. My point here is simply that the identification of a cognizable harm will often turn crucially on how one aggregates the right to vote in the group dimension.

2. The Institutional Dimension

As between different groups of voters, harms and benefits can be aggregated across different institutional boundaries. In other words, it is not sufficient to select the boundaries of the relevant voter reference groups; one must also select an institutional perspective across which to make comparisons about the relative treatment of these groups. Without selecting an institutional "frame," within which to compare group treatment, it is often impossible to decide what constitutes fair treatment across groups.

---

27 Id. at 2621.
28 See Gerken, supra note 13.
29 For a richer description of the differences between descriptive and substantive representation, see Pitkin, supra note 7.
31 Voting rights scholarship and jurisprudence have often conflated the institutional dimension of aggregation with the group dimension. In part, this may be due to the path of § 2 vote dilution jurisprudence and its predominant role in much of the legal scholarship. When the *Gingles* hypothetical district framework for analysis was applied to review single-member electoral districts, the group dimension and the institutional dimension both focused on single-member districts. The group definition was
Consider, for example, partisan gerrymandering claims in the federal congressional context. One could attempt to identify the existence of an impermissible partisan gerrymander from at least three different institutional perspectives: that of an individual electoral district, that of a single state's congressional delegation, or that of Congress as a whole. This is true across a variety of harms that we might think partisan gerrymanders cause. For example, one potential concern about partisan gerrymanders is that they create bias in one party's favor. In order to test for the existence of bias, one must decide whether the concern is partisan bias in an individual district, in a congressional delegation, or in Congress as a whole. Another concern about partisan gerrymanders is that they depress electoral competition and entrench both parties. As with bias, evaluating fairness-as-competitiveness requires specifying an institutional frame for analysis: should every district be competitive? Or should competition be measured at a higher institutional level? Regardless of the answers to these questions, it is clear that whether a cognizable injury exists will often depend on the insti-

grounded at the single-member district level because the Gingles test framed the relevant minority group as any group of minority voters that was large and compact enough so that its members constituted a majority of a single-member district. Moreover, the institutional perspective was focused principally on single-member districts. As the preceding section described, the group boundaries have expanded. But the institutional boundaries have expanded as well, obscuring the conceptual difference between the two.

See Cox, supra note 1, at 410–11.


This statement is true regardless of whether the relevant groups are defined as “all Democrats in the United States” and “all Republicans in the United States,” or instead disaggregated into small units, such as state-level political party units. In the latter case, one would not offset a harm to Texas Democrats with a benefit to Michigan Democrats. Even with state-level party groups, however, the choice of a Congress-wide institutional perspective yields different results than a congressional delegation-specific perspective. See Cox, supra note 1, at 438–40.

tional perspective from which one evaluates the challenged voting regulation.\textsuperscript{36}

3. The Temporal Dimension

Finally, the harms and benefits of a voting rights regulation can be aggregated over time. Whether a voting regulation causes a cognizable injury often depends on how broadly one draws the temporal frame within which one evaluates the regulation. Imagine a hypothetical voting rule that burdens the voting rights of a group in time period one, but then benefits that group in time period two. If members of the group challenge that rule, a court’s evaluation of the merits of the claim may turn on how broadly the court aggregates the right to vote in the temporal dimension. If the court selects a narrow temporal frame that includes only time period one, it will conclude that the rule burdens the group’s voting rights. But if the court selects a broader temporal frame that includes both time periods, it can offset the burden in period one against the benefit in period two. Accordingly, the court may conclude that the plaintiffs have a viable voting rights claim if it selects the narrow temporal frame, but it may reject the plaintiffs’ claim if it selects the broader temporal frame.

This hypothetical scenario plays out often in the actual facts of voting rights controversies. Just this past Term, for example, the Supreme Court decided a redistricting case containing an implicit dispute about the appropriate temporal frame within which to evaluate the constitutionality of a partisan gerrymander. That case, \textit{League of United Latin American Citizens v. Perry}, concerned the constitutionality of the Republican-led mid-decade revision of Texas’s congressional districts.\textsuperscript{37} Congressional districts are ordinarily redrawn only once each decade, shortly after the release of

\textsuperscript{36}There is a second way in which the institutional frame can be expanded. In addition to elevating the institutional level to include more districts within the frame, one could expand the \textit{types} of voting rights regulations included within the institutional frame. So, for example, one could offset the gains that Georgia Democrats obtained through redistricting against the losses that they suffered by virtue of a voter identification rule that favored Republicans.

\textsuperscript{37}126 S. Ct. 2594 (2006).
the decennial census. Though Texas's congressional districts were redrawn in 2001, Republican state officials spearheaded a second redistricting effort just two years later—in part on the ground that the second redistricting was a necessary corrective to a Democratic bias in the initial redistricting. Before the Supreme Court, the state officials argued that the first redistricting plan was biased in favor of Democrats, while the challengers to the second redistricting plan argued that the second plan was biased in favor of Republicans. While the Court decided the case without considering these competing claims, doing so would have required the Court to confront an important question about the temporal dimension of the right to vote: should it bolster the constitutionality of a pro-Republican partisan gerrymander if that gerrymander is designed in part to offset an immediately preceding partisan gerrymander that favored Democrats?

* * *

In short, there are at least three dimensions in which the right to vote is an aggregate right: the group dimension, the institutional dimension, and the temporal dimension. Each dimension makes it possible to aggregate the costs and benefits of a voting rule across different voters (or, more precisely, groups of voters). In the group dimension, it is different persons situated within the same group; in the institutional dimension, it is different persons or groups located within the relevant institutional structure; and in the temporal di-

---

38 The Supreme Court's one person, one vote jurisprudence effectively requires states to revise their district lines when new decennial census data becomes available. See, e.g., Georgia v. Ashcroft, 539 U.S. 461, 488 n.2 (2003).
39 See Adam Cox, Partisan Fairness and Redistricting Politics, 79 N.Y.U. L. Rev. 751, 752 (2004); Reply Brief for Appellants at 2-4, LULAC v. Perry, 126 S. Ct. 2594 (2006) (No. 05-204) (arguing that the state's "corrective partisanship" argument must fail); State Appellee's Brief at 32, LULAC, 126 S. Ct. 2594 (2006) (No. 05-204).
41 See Reply Brief for Appellants at 6, LULAC, 126 S. Ct. 2594 (2006) (No. 05-204); Brief for Appellants at 6, LULAC, 126 S. Ct. 2594 (2006) (No. 05-204).
42 LULAC, 126 S. Ct. at 2607-12 (rejecting the plaintiffs' partisan gerrymandering claims on the ground that the case did not provide a "reliable standard for identifying unconstitutional political gerrymanders"). Interestingly, however, Justice Kennedy makes much in his description of the underlying facts of the possibility that both the 1990 and 2000 redistricting plans were biased in favor of Democrats. Id. at 2605-07.
mension, it is different persons or groups situated at different times (which, of course, could be the same person at two different times).

While it is helpful to separate out these different conceptual strands, it is also useful to recognize that the selection of group, institutional, and temporal frames are interrelated. For example, selecting a wide group frame for evaluating a voting rights claim may require selecting a broader institutional frame. Consider, for example, the evaluation of a state’s redistricting scheme. If one decides to define the relevant group as, say, “all Democrats in the state,” then it will not be possible to define the relevant institutional frame as an individual district. The design of any single district cannot fully determine the treatment of all Democrats in the state.

B. Temporality in Doctrine

Courts have been inattentive to the temporal dimension of voting rights. While they have sporadically recognized the aggregative dimensions of voting rights, they have never expressly acknowledged the possibility of temporal aggregation. In a way, this is unsurprising. Even with respect to aggregation in the group dimension—the dimension most widely recognized in the literature—the Supreme Court has been stingy. It has often over the years resisted aggregation in the group dimension. In recent years the Court

---

43 This interrelationship may help explain why courts and commentators have often conflated the group and institutional dimensions of voting rights aggregation. See Cox, supra note 1, at 438-40.

44 The temporal dimension is similarly inter-related with the group dimension. If one defines the group dimension in the above example as “all Democrats affected by the redistricting plan,” then it would not be possible to fix the temporal frame around a single election cycle, because the plan will likely last through the decade.

45 See, e.g., Shaw v. Hunt, 517 U.S. 899, 917 (1996) (“The vote-dilution injuries suffered by . . . persons [in one part of a state] are not remedied by creating a safe majority-black district somewhere else in the State.”); Johnson v. De Grandy, 512 U.S. 997, 1019, 1022 (1994) (restricting aggregation to minority voters in and around Miami-Dade county, and expressing some discomfort about aggregation on the ground that it “rest[s] on an unexplored premise of highly suspect validity: that in any given voting jurisdiction (or portion of that jurisdiction under consideration), the rights of some minority voters under § 2 may be traded off against the rights of other members of the same minority class”); see also supra text accompanying notes 23-28. But see LULAC, 126 S. Ct. at 2658-60 (Roberts, C.J., dissenting). Chief Justice Roberts wrote, “The correct inquiry under § 2 is not whether a Gingles violation can be made out with respect to one district ‘in isolation,’ but instead whether line-drawing in the
The Temporal Dimension of Voting Rights may have trended towards recognizing the aggregative nature of voting rights. But this increasing awareness has not led the Court to think systematically about the different dimensions across which one might evaluate voting rights claims. In particular, the Court has consistently overlooked the possibility of temporal aggregation.

Despite the fact that the Court has never considered the temporal dimension of voting rights, Justices have often implicitly made use of this dimension in resolving cases. More specifically, individual Justices often implicitly shrink or expand the temporal frame of a voting rights claim—either permitting or disallowing aggregation along the temporal dimension—in the service of a particular conclusion about the constitutionality of a voting rights regulation. These Justices never acknowledge (or likely even realize) that their approaches entail contestable conclusions about the appropriateness of aggregating voting rights across time. Instead, narrow or broad temporal frames lie in the background of an individual Justice’s or the Court’s reasoning, doing analytic work without scrutiny of the assumptions underlying the selection of the frame.

To highlight the way in which different members of the Court implicitly adopt divergent temporal frames, consider the following two examples from the central domains of voting rights jurisprudence: partisan gerrymandering doctrine, which concerns claims that the arrangement of electoral districts unfairly disadvantages voters on the basis of partisan affiliation; and the doctrine of vote dilution under the Voting Rights Act, which concerns claims that a districting scheme unfairly disadvantages voters on the basis of race or ethnicity.

challenged area as a whole dilutes minority voting strength." Id. at 2659. Of course, I do not mean to suggest that the Court should necessarily have approached these cases from a statewide perspective. See supra text accompanying note 28 (explaining that the appropriate boundaries of group aggregation depends on one’s underlying theory of vote dilution).

1. Partisan Gerrymandering Jurisprudence

The Supreme Court’s partisan gerrymandering jurisprudence provides a powerful illustration of how the Court’s implicit temporal frame can be decisive in resolving a constitutional voting rights claim. For several decades the Court has struggled over the question of when, if ever, partisan gerrymanders might violate the Constitution. When the Court first considered this question directly it fractured badly; the disagreements between the Justices stemmed in part from their having selected different temporal frames within which to evaluate the constitutionality of the alleged partisan gerrymander. Moreover, recent Supreme Court case law concerning the constitutionality of partisan gerrymanders demonstrates a continuing lack of consensus over the appropriate degree of temporal aggregation.

While concerns about partisan gerrymandering have influenced constitutional voting rights jurisprudence for nearly four decades, prior to 1986 the Court had never directly evaluated a claim that a putative partisan gerrymander violated the Constitution. That year, the Court finally confronted such a claim in Davis v. Bandemer. Bandemer’s basic holding is fairly straightforward: a majority of the Court concluded that constitutional challenges to partisan gerrymanders are justiciable, but rejected the specific claims brought by the Bandemer plaintiffs. The Justices were deeply divided over both of these conclusions, however, and their disagreement turned in part on their (implicitly) accepting different amounts of temporal aggregation.

The competing opinions by Justices White and Powell capture this disagreement over the appropriate temporal frame. The Justices agreed that partisan gerrymandering claims should be justiciable. But Justice White authored the plurality opinion rejecting the

48 See id. at 143.
49 See id. at 118–27 (White, J.) (delivering the opinion of the Court with respect to justiciability); id. at 127–43 (White, J.) (delivering a plurality opinion with respect to the rejection of the plaintiffs’ partisan gerrymandering claim); id. at 144 (O’Connor, J., Burger, C.J., & Rehnquist, J., concurring in the judgment) (concluding that the case should not be justiciable); id. at 161 (Powell & Stevens, JJ., concurring in part and dissenting in part) (concurring in the justiciability judgment but dissenting from Justice White’s rejection of the plaintiffs’ claims).
plaintiffs' specific claims,\(^{50}\) while Justice Powell wrote a dissenting opinion arguing that the Indiana redistricting plan at issue in *Bandemer* was unconstitutional.\(^{51}\)

In rejecting the plaintiffs' claims, Justice White stretched all three dimensions of potential voting rights aggregation. He expanded the relevant group to include all Democratic voters in the state, even though the Court during this period generally showed great reluctance to frame the relevant group in such broad terms.\(^{52}\) He also expanded the institutional frame beyond elections themselves to include other kinds of influence on the state political process as a whole.\(^{53}\)

Most important for present purposes, Justice White broadened the temporal frame well beyond a single election cycle. He wrote that plaintiffs could prove unconstitutional discrimination only by showing that "the electoral system is arranged in a manner that will consistently degrade a voter's or a group of voters' influence on the political process as a whole."\(^{54}\) Elaborating on this standard, Justice White emphasized that it required the "continued frustration"\(^{55}\) of the will of the voters and rejected reliance "on a single election to prove unconstitutional discrimination."\(^{56}\) The plaintiffs, he concluded, had failed to demonstrate such continued frustration:

\(^{50}\) Id. at 127–43 (White, J., plurality opinion).

\(^{51}\) Id. at 161–62 (Powell & Stevens, JJ., concurring in part and dissenting in part).

\(^{52}\) Compare id. at 127 (White, J., plurality opinion) ("[W]e agree with the District Court that the claim made by the appellees in this case is a claim that the 1981 apportionment discriminates against Democrats on a statewide basis... not Democratic voters in particular districts...") with *Thornburg v. Gingles*, 478 U.S. 30 (1986) (using a hypothetical single-district approach to evaluate minority vote dilution claims under § 2 of the Voting Rights Act).

\(^{53}\) See *Bandemer*, 478 U.S. at 131–32 (White, J., plurality opinion). Justice White suggested that "the opportunity of members of the group to participate in party deliberations in the slating and nomination of candidates [and] their opportunity to register and vote" were each important aspects of this broader notion of influence over the "political process as a whole." Id. at 132–33. In considering forms of influence other than the winning of elections, Justice White's approach is somewhat related to the approach recently taken by Justice O'Connor in *Georgia v. Ashcroft*. See 539 U.S. 461, 482–85 (2003).

\(^{54}\) *Bandemer*, 478 U.S. at 132 (emphasis added).

\(^{55}\) Id. at 133.

\(^{56}\) Id. at 135; accord id. at 139–40 ("[E]qual protection violations may be found only where a history (actual or projected) of disproportionate results appears in conjunction with similar indicia [of lack of political power]. The mere lack of control of the General Assembly after a single election does not rise to the requisite level.")
Nor was there any finding that the 1981 reapportionment would consign the Democrats to a minority status in the Assembly throughout the 1980's or that the Democrats would have no hope of doing any better in the reapportionment that would occur after the 1990 census. Without findings of this nature, the District Court erred in concluding that the 1981 Act violated the Equal Protection Clause.\(^{57}\)

In so concluding, Justice White stretched the temporal frame to include not only the remaining elections in the 1980s, but the next decennial reapportionment as well. His holding suggests that any losses suffered by Indiana Democrats in the 1980s by virtue of the Republican-controlled redistricting could (and should) be offset against any gains they might make in the next round of redistricting.

Dissenting in part, Justice Powell rejected the plurality's holding and concluded that Indiana's reapportionment scheme violated the Equal Protection Clause.\(^{58}\) He disagreed with several of the plurality's conclusions, including the requirement of a threshold showing that the system would "consistently degrade" a voter's or group of voters' influence.\(^{59}\) In rejecting the assertion that Indiana Democrats had to suffer losses over several election cycles in order to make out a constitutional infringement of their right to vote, Justice Powell implicitly rejected the possibility of aggregating the treatment of voters across such an expansive time frame.

\(^{57}\) Id. at 135–36; see also id. at 159 (O'Connor, J., concurring in the judgment) (characterizing Justice White's plurality holding as concluding "that foreseeable, disproportionate long-term election results suffice to prove a constitutional violation").

\(^{58}\) Id. at 161–62 (Powell, J., concurring in part and dissenting in part).

\(^{59}\) See id. at 171 n.10. Justice Powell's approach to the problem of partisan gerrymandering in Bandemer is somewhat related to Justice Stevens's approach in Karcher v. Daggett, 462 U.S. 725, 744–65 (1983) (Stevens, J., concurring) and Vieth v. Jubelirer, 541 U.S. 267, 317–42 (2004) (Stevens, J., dissenting). In part, therefore, Justice Powell may be disagreeing with the plurality because he shares Justice Stevens's view that the constitutional injury flows directly from the impermissible purpose (objective purpose, in Justice Stevens's mind) motivating the law. Because such a purpose-based account of injury focuses solely on the legislative assembly that enacts the rule at issue, rather than on the electoral consequences of that rule, the possibility of aggregation is irrelevant to the injury inquiry. See supra note 15.

\(^{60}\) See Bandemer, 478 U.S. at 171 n.10 (Powell, J., concurring in part and dissenting in part).
To be clear, I do not mean to suggest that the competing standards adopted by Justices White and Powell over the appropriate temporal frame turned only on their conclusions about how voting rights should be aggregated in the temporal dimension. Their dispute was partly about their differing conceptual and normative views on voting rights, but it was also partly evidentiary. Justice White's suggestion that the plaintiffs' claims failed for want of evidence about continued defeats over time is not solely a conclusion about the permissibility of trade-offs among voters across time; it also likely reflects his evidentiary concerns. Time crops up in two distinctive roles in the partisan gerrymandering cases. First, it plays a conceptual and normative role. In this role, benefits to a group of voters in period two may offset concern about harms to a (similar) group of voters in period one. The possible aggregation of benefits and harms across the two periods reflects the temporal dimension of voting rights that is this Article's focus. Second, time sometimes plays an evidentiary role in partisan gerrymandering doctrine. In that role, the lack of success of a group of voters in period two is relevant as proof of an injury that is actually fully realized in period one. In other words, continuing losses across several election cycles simply help confirm that the partisan gerrymander, and not other potential causal factors, is responsible for the voter losses observed in the first period. Justice White's opinion appears to intertwine these two uses of time, requiring a demonstration of long-term political impotence both because he is skeptical about the evidentiary value of a single set of election returns and because he believes that the potential costs and benefits of legislative redistricting should be evaluated across a longer time period.

The disagreement over temporal aggregation in Bandemer can also be seen in the Supreme Court's most recent partisan gerrymandering case, Vieth v. Jubelirer. Vieth concerned a challenge by Pennsylvania Democrats to that state's congressional redistricting plan, which had been drawn by a Republican-controlled legislature. In Vieth, the Court revisited for the first time since Bandemer the question of whether partisan gerrymandering claims

See, e.g., Bandemer, 478 U.S. at 140–41 (White, J., plurality opinion) (suggesting that the disagreement between Justices White and Powell is also in part evidentiary).


See id. at 272.
should be justiciable. The Court again divided deeply over the question (though five Justices continued to support Bandemer's conclusion that such claims can be justiciable). And again the different standards proposed to evaluate the constitutionality of the redistricting scheme at issue contained different implicit temporal frames.

The plaintiffs in Vieth proposed a constitutional standard for identifying unconstitutional partisan gerrymanders that contained a narrow, single-election-specific focus—in other words, a standard that implicitly rejected temporal aggregation. The plaintiffs argued that the Pennsylvania redistricting scheme created a constitutional injury if it was drawn with the intent to deny, and had the effect of denying, a majority of the state's voters in any election the ability to elect a majority of the state's congressional delegation. This measure of constitutional injury precludes the possibility of temporal aggregation across more than one election cycle. If a majority of voters suffers defeat in a single election because of a redistricting plan, they have suffered a constitutional injury. On the plaintiffs' account, a benefit to that majority of voters in the next election cycle could not offset this injury for constitutional analysis.

Justice Breyer's dissenting opinion in Vieth comes closest to adopting the plaintiffs' proposed standard. But the standard he suggests differs in one crucial respect: it appears to contemplate at least some aggregation of the right to vote across the temporal dimension. Dissenting from the Court's rejection of the plaintiffs' claims, Justice Breyer wrote that federal courts should police parti-

---

64 See id. at 310–11 (Kennedy, J., concurring); id. at 317–18 (Stevens, J., dissenting); id. at 343 (Souter & Ginsburg, JJ., dissenting); id. at 355–356 (Breyer, J., dissenting). I should note that there is some ambiguity in Justice Kennedy's opinion, which is the reason that I say above that five Justices agree that partisan gerrymandering claims "can be" justiciable. Justice Kennedy concurred in the Court's dismissal of the plaintiffs' claims, but wrote separately that he "would not foreclose all possibility of judicial relief if some limited and precise rationale were found to correct an established violation of the Constitution in some redistricting cases." Id. at 306 (Kennedy, J., concurring in the judgment).


66 The plurality opinion, authored by Justice Scalia, concluded that partisan gerrymandering claims should not be justiciable. For that reason, the plurality did not reach the merits of the plaintiffs' claims. See Vieth, 541 U.S. at 305–06.
san gerrymanders to prevent "unjustified entrenchment." He defined entrenchment as "a situation in which a party that enjoys only minority support among the populace has nonetheless contrived to take, and hold, legislative power." At first glance, this test for identifying unconstitutional partisan gerrymanders sounds much like the plaintiffs' test. Both make reference to a majority of voters failing to capture a majority of the relevant legislative seats on account of the redistricting plan. But Justice Breyer's invocation of the concept of entrenchment, as well as his definition of that term, suggests that it encompasses only situations in which a redistricting scheme will submerge the majority's preferences across more than one election cycle. If the problem is self-correcting—that is, if a majority will for any reason be able to reassert its preferences in the next election cycle—then there is no need for judicial intervention. In fact, Justice Breyer goes so far to suggest, as did Justice White in Bandemer, that if the majority party is able to undo or offset the harm caused by a partisan gerrymander "in the next round of districting," there may be no cognizable constitutional injury.

In short, the temporal dimension of voting rights often does substantial work in the Supreme Court's partisan gerrymandering ju-

---

67 Id. at 360 (Breyer, J., dissenting).
68 Id. at 360 (emphasis added).
69 Id. at 362. As was the case with Justice White in Bandemer, time also plays an evidentiary role for Justice Breyer. Consider the examples of "unjustified entrenchment" that Justice Breyer provided in his opinion. In one example he suggested that, in the absence of any significant departures by a state from traditional redistricting norms, plaintiffs would have to demonstrate that "a majority party . . . has twice failed to obtain a majority of the relevant legislative seats in elections" in order to make out "a claim of unconstitutional entrenchment." Id. at 366. In a second example, however, he indicated that, where a state has redrawn districts more than once in a decennial redistricting cycle and departed "radically from previous traditional boundary-drawing criteria," plaintiffs may prove unjustified entrenchment by marshalling statistical evidence that the majority party will likely fail to obtain a majority of the relevant seats—a showing well short of a demonstration that the party has failed to obtain a majority in two consecutive election cycles. See id. at 367. While one example requires proof across several election cycles and the other does not, this is surely because Justice Breyer believes, as an evidentiary matter, that the presence of mid-decade redistricting and other factors are evidentiary substitutes, in the search for unjustified entrenchment, for defeats across several elections. See id. at 367 ("The scenarios fall along a continuum: The more permanently entrenched the minority's hold on power becomes, the less evidence courts will need that the minority engaged in gerrymandering to achieve the desired result.").
risprudence. Nonetheless, disagreements about the appropriate temporal frame for evaluating gerrymandering claims go entirely undiscussed.

2. Vote Dilution Jurisprudence

Minority vote dilution jurisprudence provides another instance in which Supreme Court doctrine entails judgments about the temporal dimension of voting rights that go unnoticed, even by the Justices themselves.

Consider, for example, the modern doctrinal framework for evaluating vote dilution claims under Section 2 of the Voting Rights Act. That framework makes "proportionality" a potential affirmative defense to a Section 2 claim. When the Court introduced the proportionality defense in *Johnson v. De Grandy*, it defined the concept in a way that depends crucially on the adoption of a narrow temporal frame within which to evaluate Section 2 claims. Under the Court's definition, proportionality exists whenever a redistricting scheme creates "majority-minority districts in substantial proportion to the minority's share of voting-age population." Proof of proportionality gives rise to a potential defense to

---

70 To make out a vote dilution claim, plaintiffs must first satisfy three preconditions—typically known as the *Gingles* factors because they were first articulated by the Court in *Thornburg v. Gingles*. See 478 U.S. 30, 50–51 (1986); see also Growe v. Emison, 507 U.S. 25, 40–41 (1993) (holding that a claim of vote dilution in a single-member district requires proof of the *Gingles* preconditions). First, they must demonstrate the existence of a sufficiently large and geographically compact group of minority voters; second, they must show that the group of minority voters is politically cohesive; and third, they must prove that white voters typically vote as a bloc to defeat the candidates preferred by the minority voters. See *Gingles*, 478 U.S. at 50–51. While proof of these threshold conditions is necessary to make out a vote dilution claim, it is not sufficient. Once the threshold is crossed, courts engage in a "totality of the circumstances" balancing to determine whether vote dilution has occurred. See *Johnson v. De Grandy*, 512 U.S. 997, 1011–13 (1994). It is important to note, however, that as an empirical matter courts generally conclude that vote dilution exists when plaintiffs prove the existence of the three *Gingles* conditions. See Ellen Katz et al., Documenting Discrimination in Voting: Judicial Findings Under Section 2 of the Voting Rights Act Since 1982, 39 U. Mich. J.L. Reform 643, 660 (2006). The only significant exception to this regularity is that courts often reject § 2 claims (even when the *Gingles* conditions exist) where proportionality is present. See id.


72 Id. at 1013; see also id. at 1014 n.11 ("'Proportionality'... links the number of majority-minority voting districts to minority members' share of the relevant population."). Note that the Court's definition of proportionality represents a careful at-
a Section 2 claim, the Court concluded, because it constitutes power-
ful evidence that minority voters have a fair share of political op-
portunity. In this conclusion lies a crucial assumption: that a fair
share of voting power is best measured by examining only the cur-
rent success of minority voters under a redistricting scheme. If the
scheme guarantees that minority voters' population mirrors their
potential for success in the upcoming election, fairness is assured.
The De Grandy Court suggested that past electoral opportunity is
tightly irrelevant to the proportionality determination. But why?
The temporal frame need not be drawn narrowly to include only
the present potential for success. And if the minority voters' Sec-
tion 2 claim were viewed through this broader temporal lens, the
fact that the minority voters' population mirrored their control of
districts in the upcoming election cycle would be insufficient to
disprove a vote dilution claim.

In other words, the Court's proportionality inquiry elides the fol-
lowing question: over what time frame should proportionality be
required? Should plaintiffs be able to point to a lack of proportion-
ality over time as evidence that the current plan is insufficient,

tempt to avoid the prohibition on proportional representation set forth in § 2 of the
Voting Rights Act. Writing for the Court, Justice Souter contended that

[t]he concept [of proportionality in De Grandy] is distinct from the subject of
the proportional representation clause of § 2, which provides that "nothing in
this section establishes a right to have members of a protected class elected in
numbers equal to their proportion in the population." This proviso speaks to
the success of minority candidates, as distinct from the political or electoral
power of minority voters. And the proviso also confirms what is otherwise clear
from the text of the statute, namely, that the ultimate right of § 2 is equality of
opportunity, not a guarantee of electoral success for minority-preferred candi-
dates of whatever race.

Id. at 1014 n.11 (internal citations omitted).

3 Id. at 1013-14.

74 Lower courts have followed the Court's lead. Since De Grandy, courts that have
found proportionality have fairly consistently rejected plaintiffs' claims of vote dilu-
tion. See Katz et al., supra note 70, at 730-31. One might think that the Voting Rights
Act itself mandates use of a narrow temporal frame because the Act targets a particu-
lar "standard, practice, or procedure" related to voting, which might suggest that the
effect of past standards, practices, or procedures is irrelevant. But the Court does con-
sider historical evidence more generally as part of the vote dilution inquiry; it simply
does not suggest that such evidence is relevant to the "proportionality" determina-
tion. Moreover, if the Act were read to require a focus only on the effects of the chal-
 Only courts have followed the Court's lead. Since De Grandy, courts that have
found proportionality have fairly consistently rejected plaintiffs' claims of vote dilu-
tion. See Katz et al., supra note 70, at 730-31. One might think that the Voting Rights
Act itself mandates use of a narrow temporal frame because the Act targets a particu-
lar "standard, practice, or procedure" related to voting, which might suggest that the
effect of past standards, practices, or procedures is irrelevant. But the Court does con-
sider historical evidence more generally as part of the vote dilution inquiry; it simply
does not suggest that such evidence is relevant to the "proportionality" determina-
tion. Moreover, if the Act were read to require a focus only on the effects of the chal-
ленged practice, such a focus would not necessarily dictate a narrow temporal frame.
Indeed, it might seem to require courts to employ a temporal frame that encompassed
the lifespan of the practice.
even if the plan achieves proportionality with respect to the next set of elections? Or, on the flip side, should defendants be able to raise the proportionality (or supra-proportionality) in past election cycles as a defense to a plaintiff's claim that the current districting plan will not lead to proportionality in upcoming election cycles? As in partisan gerrymandering jurisprudence, these questions concerning the temporal dimension of voting rights have gone unasked and unanalyzed.

II. POTENTIAL OBJECTIONS TO INTER-TEMPORAL AGGREGATION

Part I demonstrated that, so long as we see voting rights as aggregate rights, it is puzzling that we ignore the possibility of temporal aggregation. And the puzzle is particularly relevant because it turns out that the Supreme Court sometimes does aggregate votes across the temporal dimension in considering voting rights claims. So how should we evaluate the Court's efforts in those cases? Should we applaud the Court for stretching the temporal frame, for the same reasons that legal scholars often urge the Court to abandon its sometimes-individualistic approach in voting rights cases and expand the group or institutional frames?

There may be good reasons, both theoretical and evidentiary, to reject the expansion of the temporal frame in particular voting rights contexts and with respect to certain kinds of voting rights claims. But as Part II explains, it is hard to see a basis for categorically rejecting the possibility of temporal aggregation in the voting rights context, so long as one agrees that the right to vote is in part an aggregate right. Once we accept that aggregation among group members or across institutional subdivisions is sometimes appropriate in evaluating the fairness of a voting rights rule, there is no good reason to always reject such aggregation over time. To demonstrate this, Part II advances and ultimately rejects several potential reasons for treating inter-temporal aggregation as exceptional. In rejecting those reasons, the Part highlights the fundamental conceptual similarity between the temporal dimension and the other two.  

---

75 As I explained in Part I, the central conceptual similarity is that each dimension requires that one accept the possibility of identifying representational injuries by examining the treatment of two or more people, rather than by locating all injuries in
The Temporal Dimension of Voting Rights

A. Assembly Fetishism

One reason we might reject inter-temporal trade-offs in voting rights contexts is that such trade-offs will inevitably affect the composition of a legislative assembly in a way that trade-offs along the group or institutional dimensions of voting rights need not. In this way, the temporal dimension of voting rights is different than the group or institutional dimensions.

We can expand the group or institutional frame within which we evaluate the fairness of a voting rule without altering the overall composition of a particular legislative assembly. Consider, for example, the Section 2 claims at issue in *Johnson v. De Grandy*, which I discussed in Part I. In evaluating these claims, the Court permitted trade-offs to be made among minority voters in different parts of Dade County. It rejected, however, the possibility of expanding the scope of group aggregation to include all minority voters in the state. But even had the Court accepted this possibility, expanding the group frame need not have affected the composition of the state legislature. If one of the majority-black districts in Dade County were eliminated and replaced with a new majority-black district drawn in the northwest part of Florida, the overall composition of the legislature would not change. By this I do not mean to suggest that drawing a majority-black congressional district in northwestern Florida will necessarily produce a legislative assembly that is functionally identical to the legislature produced by instead drawing that majority-black district in the southern part of the state; black voters across the state are obviously not entirely homogeneous. But to the extent that African-American voters in Florida are considered to have sufficiently common interests to treat them as a single group for vote dilution purposes—the essen-

the treatment of an individual voter. The two or more persons whose combined treatment is assessed may be different because they have different identities (which is relevant to the group dimension), because they are located within different parts of the system of representation (which is relevant to the institutional dimension), or because they are located at different points in time (which is relevant to the temporal dimension). Despite these differences between the persons, there is consensus within the literature that it is sometimes appropriate to identify injuries by aggregating in this way. The aim of Part II is simply to show that aggregation in the temporal dimension is not different in kind from the other types of aggregation.

76 See supra text accompanying notes 24–25.
77 See *De Grandy*, 512 U.S. at 1021–22.
tial premise that supports circumscribing the boundaries of the group at a statewide level, as opposed to a more local one—intragroup trade-offs will by definition not meaningfully affect the representation of black voters in the legislature.

In contrast, inter-temporal trade-offs will almost always affect the composition of the legislative assembly. Consider the potential inter-temporal trade-off implicit in Justice White's *Bandemer* opinion. His opinion suggested that a harm to Democratic voters caused by the 1980 round of redistricting in Indiana could be offset by a benefit to them in the next round of decennial redistricting. Accepting this trade-off necessarily affects the composition of the state legislature in each decennial period. During the first period the composition of the legislature is weighted more heavily in favor of the Republican Party than it otherwise would have been. And during the second period the opposite will be true: the composition of the legislature will by hypothesis be more heavily weighted in favor of the Democratic Party than it otherwise would have been.

This suggests a potential reason to treat the temporal dimension of voting rights differently from the group and institutional dimensions. Perhaps it is appropriate to treat the right to vote as an aggregate right only to the extent that doing so does not change the composition of the legislative assembly. Changing the balance of power in the legislature, one might contend, would impermissibly permit legislative outputs to be altered so that the balance of power did not actually mirror constituent preferences.

The intuition that the composition of a legislative assembly should always mirror the preferences of the electorate is a common one. It undergirds some of the critiques of Justice White's opinion in *Bandemer*, and it is an implicit premise of the plaintiffs' legal

---

79 Note that Justice White actually suggests something slightly different and more complicated. He seems to indicate that the Democratic voters' claim should fail if they might receive an *equitable* distribution of legislative power in the next redistricting, rather than if they receive a *preferential* distribution. See *Bandemer*, 478 U.S. at 133–36. In other words, he seems to be suggesting that the average level of unfairness over time is insufficient to make out a constitutional claim if unfavorable treatment in period one is combined with equitable treatment in period two. For expositional simplicity I use an example with equivalent harms and benefits in the two different periods.
theory in Vieth v. Jubelirer. But despite being quite common, the intuition is surprisingly difficult to defend.

For one thing, it is not at all clear what it means for the composition of the legislative assembly to mirror constituent preferences. While the concept of mirroring sounds neutral, defining it actually requires making a contestable judgment about the proper relationship between voter preferences and the composition of the legislative assembly—or, to put it differently, about what mathematical function should describe the correlation between votes and seats. Proportional representation is one potential candidate for this function: under such a system, a group would receive a fraction of legislative seats equivalent to the fraction of electoral support that the group garnered. But this is a highly controversial definition of the concept of mirroring. The single-member-district electoral system used in the United States is designed not to produce proportional representation, and the Supreme Court has repeatedly refused to read a requirement of proportional representation into the Constitution.

Even if we could agree on a colloquial sense of what “mirroring” means, current practice in the United States contradicts the claim that mirroring in each election is required for electoral fairness. Existing institutional features of our democracy prevent legislative assemblies from mirroring constituent preferences in each election. The Senate is an obvious example. The Constitution provides for the staggered election of Senators. Only one-third of the Senate’s seats are contested in each national election. Imagine that, for some time, a majority in thirty states prefers to have (and has voted to put) Republican representatives in the Senate. The Senate

---

83 See U.S. Const. art. I, § 3.
84 Id.
would be composed of sixty Republican senators (two from each of the thirty states favoring Republicans) and forty Democratic senators. Now suppose that, quite suddenly, the preferences of voters around the country shift so that a majority in thirty states prefers to have Democratic representatives in the Senate. After the next election cycle, will the Senate reflect this change in preferences and now be composed of sixty Democratic and forty Republican senators? It is extremely unlikely, given that only one-third of the seats in the Senate are contested in each election cycle. Rather than reflecting these new preferences after the next national election, it would likely take three national elections for the composition of the Senate to catch up to the sudden shift in the electorate's preferences.85

Of course, the fact that current American practice does not comport with a requirement that legislative composition always mirror constituent preferences after each election is not sufficient to show that such a requirement is undesirable. Perhaps the structure of the Senate is flawed. Some have suggested this, contending that the Senate's current structure is an unjustified relic of the original constitutional compromise.86 These critics usually focus on the fact that the Constitution gives two Senators to each state—a feature, they complain, that makes it possible for the Senate to be controlled by a minority of the nation's voters.87 But the same criticism could be leveled against the Constitution's provision for staggered Senate elections, which also makes it possible for a (current) minority to control a majority of seats in the Senate.

The specific argument that the Senate's structure is flawed, and the more general argument that legislative composition should always mirror voter preferences, both touch on a central question in democratic theory: how rapidly do we want the institutions of lawmaking to respond to fluctuations in constituent preferences? Do we want the composition of those institutions to change rapidly

85 Of course, this feature of the Senate begs the closely related question of why it is appropriate to fix senatorial terms at six years, rather than some shorter time period. But this provides additional support for the position that the meaning of "mirroring" is importantly ambiguous.


87 Id. at 23–24.
when the electorate’s preferences change? Or do we want to smooth out such responses? Unsurprisingly, there is no obvious answer to this question, and different democracies have adopted different approaches. As Bruce Ackerman has noted, Westminster systems and separation of power systems stand in stark opposition with respect to this foundational question. Westminster systems often respond very quickly to shifts in the electorate. Such systems consolidate lawmaking power in a single institution—the parliament. If a majority of the electorate does not support the governing coalition in parliament, it can often force early elections to put in place a new governing coalition. That new coalition, which reflects the preferences expressed by the national constituency in the election, has the power to implement very different policies than its immediate predecessor.


99 In a separation of powers system, governmental authority is divided among competing institutions. In the United States’s presidential system, for example, both the President and the Congress have independent electoral mandates. The legislative assembly does not select the president, as is the case in most parliamentary systems, see Arend Lijphart, Presidentialism and Majoritarian Democracy: Theoretical Observations, in The Failure of Presidential Democracy 91, 92–95 (Juan J. Linz & Arturo Valenzuela eds., 1994), and the president lacks the power to dissolve the legislature and call for elections, as is the case in most parliamentary systems, see Juan J. Linz, Presidential or Parliamentary Democracy: Does It Make a Difference?, in The Failure of Presidential Democracy, supra, at 3, 6.


81 See Linz, supra note 89, at 5.

82 Cf. Alfred Stepan & Cindy Skach, Presidentialism and Parliamentarism in Comparative Perspective, in The Failure of Presidential Democracy, supra note 89, at 119–20 (noting that, in a parliamentary system, “[t]he executive power (normally in conjunction with the head of state) has the capacity to dissolve the legislature and call for elections”).

83 See Moe & Caldwell, supra note 88, at 177 (“Through cohesive voting on policy, the governing party [in a Westminster system] is... in a position to pass its own program at will. Similarly, should the other party gain majority status down the road, it would be able to pass its own program at will, and, if it wants, to subvert or destroy everything the first party put in place.”).
In contrast, separation of powers systems often prevent such rapid fluctuations in policymaking by requiring majorities in several consecutive national elections to agree before a new legislative agenda can be enacted into law. In the United States, for example, there are three central veto points in the lawmaking process: the House of Representatives, the Senate, and the Presidency. Each of these players must agree to a policy agenda for that agenda to become law (absent veto-proof majorities in the House and Senate). Moreover, because the membership of these three institutions is determined on different election cycles, the lawmaking system will generally respond more slowly to shifts in electoral preferences. The Republicans in 1994 were able to ride a national wave of electoral support to sweep into power in the House of Representatives for the first time in nearly half a century. But the separation of powers structure of lawmaking in the United States withheld from the Republican Party the power to enact its most preferred legislative agenda. Part of the reason was that 1994 was not a presidential election year, so it was structurally impossible to replace President Bill Clinton (absent impeachment, of course).

Selecting the optimal amount of stability and responsiveness in a democracy entails difficult normative and empirical judgments. It depends in part, for example, on whether someone is committed to democracy in its more deliberative or pluralistic formulation.

---

94 See U.S. Const. art. I, § 7, cl. 2 ("Every Bill which shall have passed the House of Representatives and the Senate, shall, before it become a Law, be presented to the President of the United States . . .").
95 See id.
96 See U.S. Const. art. I, § 2, cl. 1; id. art. I, § 3, cls. 1-2; id. art. II, § 1, cl. 1.
98 Note that I am using "stability" to refer to the degree of responsiveness to changes in constituent preferences, not to refer to the more macro stability question of whether a democracy is replaced by a dictatorship or otherwise fails. As some scholars have argued, however, there may be counterintuitive connections between stability in this more macro sense and the sort of stability that is the focus of this section. See, e.g., Nicholas R. Miller, Pluralism and Social Choice, 77 Am. Pol. Sci. Rev. 734 (1983).
99 For example, Nicholas Miller has argued in favor of cycling—a kind of instability—on pluralist grounds. See id. For other discussions of the role of stability and alternation, see generally, for example, Adam Przeworski, Self-Government in Our Times (June 30, 2005) (unpublished manuscript, on file with the Virginia Law Review Association).
Given that the evaluation of stability and responsiveness depends on such foundational questions of how democracies should and do function, it is unsurprising that there is no widespread agreement about what constitutes the right degree of stability. Some, including Ackerman, believe that we would be better served by somewhat greater responsiveness and thus advocate adopting at least some features of the Westminster system. Others, including Steven Calabresi, argue that the framers of our Constitution got things just about right, and that the United States's existing separation of powers system is optimal.

My point here is not to resolve these deep disagreements about the proper role of stability in democracy. Rather, I mean only to point out that there is no obviously right resolution to the debates. And given that fact, it would be wrong to claim that legislative composition should always directly mirror constituent preferences. Thus, opposition to inter-temporal trade-offs in voting rights contexts cannot be grounded on the claim that permitting such trade-offs would impermissibly permit the composition of a legislative assembly to diverge from the preferences of the electorate.

B. The Enforceability of Bargains

A somewhat related reason one might think that inter-temporal representational trade-offs should be rejected is the fear that such trade-offs would inevitably be unenforceable or would lead to disastrous dynamic consequences. But such problems are neither insuperable nor unique to the temporal dimension.

Consider again Justice White's opinion in *Davis v. Bandemer*. In that opinion, Justice White implicitly suggested that it would be permissible to trade a representational disadvantage to Indiana Democrats in the 1980s for a possible representational advantage to them in the following decade. But what if that representational
advantage never came to pass? If Republicans ended up controlling the 1990 round of redistricting, then this bargain would go unfulfilled, and Justice White's expansion of the temporal frame would seem like a mistake. That, in part, was the concern of the dissenters and many of the critics of Bandemer—and it is not a crazy concern, given that the Republicans were more likely to control the 1990 round of redistricting precisely because they had disadvantaged Democrats in the 1980 round.103

Enforcing such trade-offs might initially seem easier with respect to the group or institutional dimensions of voting rights. For example, permitting trade-offs in Bandemer among Democrats in different parts of Indiana does not pose the same dilemma. If a reviewing court decided to permit the redistricting authorities to trade augmented strength for Democrats in the northern part of the state for diminished strength in the southern part, there would be no concern about enforcing that compromise, because it would be embodied in a single redistricting plan. In other words, simultaneity would eliminate one difficulty with enforcement.

But the problem of enforcing trade-offs is not unique to the temporal dimension of voting rights. In certain contexts, it may be difficult to enforce bargains in the group and institutional dimensions as well. Congressional redistricting is one such context. As I have argued elsewhere, the dominant theories about why partisan gerrymanders are harmful suggest that congressional gerrymanders should be evaluated at the level of Congress as a whole.104 On these accounts, a pro-Democratic partisan gerrymander in California might be offset by a pro-Republican gerrymander in Texas. Like inter-temporal trade-offs, however, these intra-institutional (across different congressional delegations) and intra-group (across Democrats in Texas and California) bargains could be difficult to enforce, precisely because they cannot be captured in a single state's redistricting plan.

Moreover, there are ways to overcome the problem of enforcing inter-temporal representational bargains. One obvious solution is to entrench, or formally guarantee, the alternation of representa-

103 For a more detailed explanation of the endogeneity inherent in state legislative redistricting, see infra text accompanying note 137.

104 See Cox, supra note 1, at 418–27.
Another possible solution is to discount the potential representational advantage in the later time period to compensate for the uncertainty about whether that benefit would ever be realized.

Even if we were to guarantee formal alternation of representational advantage, however, there is still a potential concern. We might worry that permitting one party to have an advantage in period one would create incentives for its members to do things that rendered the formal alternation functionally worthless. So, to take an extreme example, if the party given the representational advantage in period one could use that additional control of the government to essentially wipe out the competing party—say, by passing a statute outlawing all political parties other than the one in control of the government—then the provisions guaranteeing the other party an advantage in a later time period would be meaningless. Though such an extreme scenario is unlikely to come to pass in the United States, it highlights a concern about the way in which structured alternation over time can, in certain circumstances, create incentives for parties to be more extreme.

This possibility is not a reason to categorically reject intertemporal representational trade-offs. Formal alternation might also induce parties to moderate their behavior in recognition of the potential for retaliation in future periods. Which impulse will dominate depends on a host of factors, including the motivations and time horizons of the relevant political actors. But there is no a pri-

---

105 I discuss in the next Part one way that this might be done for redistricting. See infra text accompanying note 137.

106 There are, of course, many historical examples in which a party in power outlawed or otherwise legally crippled opposition parties. See, e.g., Gilbert Fergusson, A Blueprint for Dictatorship: Hitler's Enabling Law of March 1933, 40 Int'l Aff. 245, 256-60 (1964) (discussing Hitler's abolition of political parties as a strategy for centralizing power in the hands of the National Socialist government); Lewis J. Edinger, German Social Democracy and Hitler's "National Revolution" of 1933: A Study in Democratic Leadership, 5 World Pol. 330, 362 (1953) (noting that the establishment of the National Socialists as the sole political party was Hitler's final victory in the "National Revolution" that marked the collapse of the Weimar Republic).

107 Cf. Matthew C. Stephenson, "When the Devil Turns...": The Political Foundations of Independent Judicial Review, 32 J. Legal Stud. 59 (2003) (arguing that political competitors that are risk averse and care about future payoffs may agree to external constraints on the power they can exercise while in control of the government—in the article's case, constraints imposed by an independent judiciary).
ori reason to expect that alternation will drive parties to extremes. Thus, while one should consider these factors when deciding how to treat the temporal dimension of voting rights in a particular context—for example, in the context of deciding whether it would be a good idea to rotate redistricting authority between the major political parties—these consequences do not justify the conclusion that courts or democratic designers should never permit inter-temporal representational trade-offs.

C. Evaluating Aggregation and Judicial Competence

Perhaps the reason to reject inter-temporal aggregation of the right to vote—at least for purposes of voting rights doctrine—has more to do with the limits of judicial capacity. Maybe courts should resolutely reject such inter-temporal comparisons on the ground that engaging in such comparisons is simply too difficult. This, one might argue, is what makes the temporal dimension of voting rights different from the group or institutional dimensions.

Expanding the temporal frame within which one evaluates a voting rule does make the task of evaluating the rule somewhat more difficult. In situations where the time frame extends into the future, it is impossible to evaluate the fairness of the voting regulation without either delaying review or making predictions about the future consequences of the rule. This difficulty does not, however, support the conclusion that courts should always adopt a narrow, single-election temporal frame when they evaluate voting rights claims. For one thing, this complication crops up only if courts attempt to include some future election within the evaluative frame. So at most, this difficulty would suggest that courts should only consider stretching the temporal frame into the past.

Moreover, the fact that stretching the temporal frame into the future would require courts to make predictions is far from an insurmountable obstacle. At least as early as Davis v. Bandemer, the Supreme Court recognized that courts are capable of evaluating the fairness of voting rules by making predictions about the future effect of those rules. Writing for a plurality, Justice White implicitly concluded that choosing a broader temporal frame would not preclude immediate review because projected election results

108 The possibility of rotating redistricting authority is discussed infra in Part III.
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could support a constitutional claim, "even where no election has yet been held under the challenged districting."\textsuperscript{109}

Furthermore, similar practical problems can also arise if courts select a broad group or institutional frame. Consider a partisan gerrymandering challenge to a state's congressional redistricting scheme. As I noted above, current accounts of the harm caused by partisan gerrymanders suggest that the harm should be measured at the institutional level of Congress as a whole.\textsuperscript{110} But this Congress-wide institutional frame makes it impossible for a court reviewing one state's congressional redistricting scheme to determine whether or not a cognizable injury exists. The injury can be identified only by examining the joint product of all fifty states' congressional redistricting plans.\textsuperscript{111} This does not mean that courts should refuse to use a congressional-level institutional frame when considering partisan gerrymandering claims.\textsuperscript{112} It does mean, however, that practical problems of evaluation are not unique to the temporal dimension of voting rights.

Treating the right to vote as an aggregate right creates a host of practical problems for courts attempting to ensure electoral fairness. This is part of the reason that the Supreme Court has often resisted group and institutional aggregation. But it is not a reason to treat the temporal dimension of voting rights differently than the other group or institutional dimensions.

\textit{D. The Problem of Entry and Exit}

The preceding discussion has omitted one other potentially significant difference between the temporal dimension of the right to vote and the institutional and group dimensions. This difference stems from the fact that membership in the polity is not fixed—that is, that people enter and exit the polity over time. But this distinction should not lead us to reject the possibility of inter-temporal aggregation out of hand.

\textsuperscript{109} Davis v. Bandemer, 478 U.S. 109, 139 n.17 (1986).
\textsuperscript{110} See supra note 104 and accompanying text.
\textsuperscript{111} See Cox, supra note 1, at 441–45.
\textsuperscript{112} To the contrary, it is possible for courts to develop strategies for policing congressional partisan gerrymandering even while adopting this broader institutional frame. See id. at 444–50.
In the institutional and group dimensions, it may always seem possible to justify intra-group or cross-institutional representational trades with respect to every individual voter. For example, consider the possibility of expanding, from state delegations to the Congress as a whole, the institutional frame for evaluating congressional partisan gerrymanders. Expanding the institutional frame in this fashion would mean that a pro-Republican gerrymander in, say, Texas, might be offset by a pro-Democrat gerrymander in another state, say Michigan. It might seem impossible to justify this broader institutional frame with respect to every individual voter. After all, one might contend, Democratic voters in Texas are disadvantaged by Texas's plan. It might be permissible to offset their disadvantage with a corresponding advantage to Democratic voters in Michigan, the argument would continue, but those Texas Democrats are worse off than they were before.

But this is not quite right. One defense of the aggregate rights theory is that those Texas Democrats are not meaningfully disadvantaged. They may not have the power they otherwise might have had to elect Democrats from Texas to Congress, the argument goes, but their interests will be "virtually" represented in Congress by those additional Democrats elected from Michigan. The concept of virtual representation therefore formally preserves representational equality, even at the level of individual voters. Now, of course, the concept of virtual representation is clearly an oversimplification. Democrats in Texas and Michigan are not the same, and representation is not purely interest based.\(^3\) But to accept the possibility that voting rights can be analyzed as aggregate rights, one must accept this simplification in some circumstances. Rejecting it entirely would limit one to conceptualizing voting rights as purely individual rights.

While it may always seem possible to preserve representational equality at the level of an individual voter when one expands the group or institutional frame, it may seem impossible to do so when one expands the temporal frame. The reason for this difference is simple: the polity is not a closed set over time. People enter and

\(^3\) For example, to the extent that representation is in part about constituent service rather than legislative agenda, electing Democrats from Michigan will not perfectly serve Democratic voters in Texas.
exit the polity when they are born, when they die, and when they move.\textsuperscript{114} The people who enter or leave the polity will, by definition, not be present on both sides of any inter-temporal representational trade. So if the system is structured to advantage a particular member of the polity in period one and disadvantage that member in period two, it might seem that the member receives an unfair advantage if she exits the polity after period one, having never been subject to the offsetting disadvantage. Thus, if one expands the temporal dimension beyond one election cycle, it will not always be possible to justify inter-temporal representational trade-offs with respect to every voter or member of the polity.\textsuperscript{115}

Despite the surface plausibility of this argument, I do not think that it should lead us to reject as unacceptable any inter-temporal aggregation of the right to vote. For one thing, the above argument trades on a corollary to the idea of legislative assembly fetishism—here, the idea that an individual voter is necessarily disadvantaged if her particularistic interests and preferences are not reflected in the current composition of the legislative assembly.\textsuperscript{116} This implicit assumption drives the intuition that the person has been “disadvantaged” in period one and then “advantaged” in period two.

That is not to say that the intuition is without merit. While it would be a mistake (for the reasons I explained above) to require systems of representation to strive for a perfect mirroring of public opinion, that does not mean that any relationship between representatives and those represented is acceptable. Nevertheless, it does suggest that the inter-temporal trade-off is not so different in kind from trade-offs in the other dimensions. Virtual representation is a concept we use as shorthand for the conclusion, in any particular case, that group or institutional aggregation adequately preserves each individual’s representational interests. But the concept does not reflect some inherent reality; rather, it is just a way of capturing a judgment reached on other grounds about when it is ap-

\textsuperscript{114} Of course, birth and death are the relevant markers of entry and exit only on one understanding of the polity. If one conceptualizes the polity slightly differently—as, for example, all eligible voters—different events will lead to entry into or exit from it.

\textsuperscript{115} When I speak of justification here, I mean the same sort of justification that I described with respect to the institutional and group dimensions—the possibility of preserving individual representational equality. I explain below that this particular form of justification is largely illusory and thus not particularly important.

\textsuperscript{116} See supra Section II.A.
appropriate to see one person's interests or preferences as adequately reflected by another person. And if one adopts a purely individualistic conception of representational rights, the idea of virtual representation will no doubt seem unsatisfying. The Texas and Michigan Democrats in the above example are not the same persons, and so the hypothetical necessarily entails some inter-personal representational trades.

This returns us to the starting premise of the Article. Both the temporal dimension of aggregation and the other dimensions require that one reject purely individualistic conceptions of representation. There remains the difficult question, of course, about when it is appropriate to aggregate the consequences of an electoral rule across two or more different individuals. Whether it is appropriate may turn on a number of factors, including the relationship—sociological, political, or otherwise—between the relevant individuals, the empirical realities of the system of representation in which one is operating, and the normative commitments that one seeks to advance through that system of representation. The point is just that these are not decisions that are only required when one tries to select a temporal frame for analysis.

* * *

In short, there are a number of reasons why we might be concerned about inter-temporal representational trade-offs or comparisons. But none of these reasons is either unique to inter-temporal aggregation or sufficient to justify rejecting altogether aggregation in the temporal dimension of voting rights.

This does not mean that the fairness or constitutionality of a voting rule should always be evaluated within a broad temporal frame. In fact, the above discussion provides some clues about the circumstances in which we are more or less likely to be comfortable with a particular temporal framing of a voting rights problem. For example, the fact of entry and exit emphasizes that aggregation across decades-long temporal frames will almost inevitably be inappropriate, even if aggregation across shorter time frames, such as a few election cycles, is perfectly sensible. Similarly, it would likely be a mistake to endorse broad temporal aggregation if, in a particular
situation, there was strong evidence that doing so would lead the winners in the first time period to permanently cripple the losers.

More generally, it is important to recognize that the acceptability of inter-temporal aggregation in any given case will depend crucially on our underlying theory about what the right to vote is designed to vindicate in that context—or, in other words, what harms we are trying to prevent. It also depends on questions concerning the institution(s) responsible for enforcing the right to vote. But by explaining why there are no categorical justifications for rejecting inter-temporal aggregation, my aim is simply to encourage deliberate consideration of the reasons we might prefer broad or narrow temporal frames in different voting rights contexts. The temporal frame within which we evaluate voting rights claims should not be established arbitrarily. Moreover, there is little reason to think that we should always use a single-election-cycle temporal frame and reject a more expansive one.

III. THE CONSEQUENCES OF VOTING RIGHTS' TEMPORAL DIMENSION

If we accept the possibility of temporal aggregation in the voting rights context, what concrete consequences follow? This Part suggests that highlighting the temporal dimension of voting rights can shed productive light on a number of contemporary debates in voting rights theory and doctrine. It does not necessarily counsel a radical reshaping of election law. But it does help sharpen some prominent debates concerning representation and judicial intervention in politics, as well as expand the institutional design discussion about remedial mechanisms in particular and the structure of democratic institutions more generally.

17 In an earlier paper, I explained that this is true with respect to institutional aggregation as well. See Cox, supra note 1, at 441-45 (demonstrating that most conventional accounts of partisan gerrymandering injury entailed a broad, legislature-wide institutional frame for evaluating putative congressional gerrymanders; a congressional delegation-specific institutional frame could not capture the injury). Because the acceptability of aggregation depends on one's underlying normative theory, aggregation's virtues and vices will differ across contexts. Racial contexts may be quite different than partisan contexts, and so on.

18 See id. at 444-51.

19 At this point, it might be tempting to generalize from the right to vote to other rights, and to suggest that the discussion in this Article provides a framework for
A. The Voting Rights Act and Second-Order Diversity

Recognizing the temporal dimension of representation has a number of potential implications for our understanding of the Voting Rights Act. And beyond the ambit of the Voting Rights Act itself, the temporal dimension has important consequences for the ways in which majoritarian democracies might incorporate minority voices.

Expanding the temporal frame within which courts evaluate Voting Rights Act claims would undermine at least one important piece of modern vote dilution doctrine. As I explained in Part I, proving vote dilution under Section 2 of the Act requires that plaintiffs satisfy three preconditions: (1) that minority voters are sufficiently compact and numerous, (2) that minority voters are politically cohesive, and (3) that white voters generally vote as a bloc to defeat minority-preferred candidates. But proof of these preconditions is not sufficient, and the Supreme Court has held that evidence of present "proportionality" may be enough to defeat a vote dilution claim.

Seen through a broader temporal lens, present proportionality seems insufficient to defeat a vote dilution claim. After all, if the claim is that minority voting strength has been diluted over the course of a period that includes some past election cycles, it does not defeat the claim to point out that there is no dilution in the current election cycle. Or, to put it differently, it is misleading to suggest that minority voters would be getting more than their "fair

thinking through the wide variety of questions in constitutional or legal theory that have some temporal component. This large set of issues includes questions about the appropriate boundaries of affirmative action and reparations (which are sometimes conceptualized as inter-temporal transfers), the status of temporary deprivations of property in Takings law, and so on. While this Article does have implications for problems presented by temporality throughout law, however, one would have to exercise care in applying to other arenas the arguments I make here. Accepting inter-temporal aggregation in voting rights contexts does not compel the conclusion that one should accept it in other arenas of constitutional law. The right to vote's analytic structure as an aggregate right is important to much of the analysis above. And while there is no escaping the aggregate nature of the right to vote without abandoning nearly all of voting theory, the status of other constitutional rights as aggregate rights may be more controversial.

120 See supra note 70.

121 For a fuller explanation of what the Court means by "proportionality," see supra text accompanying notes 70–74.
share” if the application of the Voting Rights Act led to supra-proportionality in the current election cycle.

More generally, recognizing the temporal dimension of voting rights can expand the potential strategies available for promoting diversity in democracy in a way that might suggest a rethinking of the foundational premises underlying vote dilution doctrine. As Heather Gerken has recently argued, there are a number of ways in which we might provide for the representation of minority voices in a democratic system. Gerken has suggested that it is useful to contrast two strategies—what she refers to as first-order diversity and second-order diversity. On her account, first-order diversity is achieved when the demographic characteristics of a decisionmaking body match the demographic characteristics of the population as a whole. For disaggregated decisionmaking bodies like juries, however, she notes that there is another available strategy for incorporating minority voices. Rather than have each jury’s composition match the population’s composition, one could permit individual juries to deviate from proportionality. Taken together, the composition of all juries combined would still match the population’s composition, but any individual jury might have a smaller or larger number of the relevant minority group than proportionality would suggest. Gerken describes this as second-order diversity.

Gerken focuses centrally on juries in her discussion for an obvious reason: only disaggregated decisionmaking bodies present the possibility of creating second-order diversity. This is because the theory is grounded in the idea of creating diversity between separate decisionmaking bodies that make up a larger democratic process, rather than in creating diversity only within one particular decisionmaking body. Thus the theory, while a powerful one, appears on her account to be limited to situations in which we have already decided to use disaggregated decisionmaking bodies.

123 See id. at 1102–03.
124 See id. at 1102–03, 1106–08.
125 Gerken does not actually incorporate this requirement of mirroring-in-the-aggregate into her definition of second-order diversity, but it seems to be an implicit constraint in much of her discussion. See generally Gerken, supra note 122.
126 See id. at 1108–09.
127 See id.
Identifying the temporal dimension of voting rights, however, makes it possible to generalize the theory of second-order diversity. While the theory works only in the context of disaggregated decisionmaking bodies, appreciating representation's temporal dimension highlights the fact that any existing democratic decision-making body can be disaggregated across time. Temporal disaggregation would therefore allow us to create second-order diversity in a state legislature, in Congress, or in any other democratic institution.

To see this more clearly, consider vote dilution jurisprudence. In Gerken’s terms, Section 2 of the Voting Rights Act principally promotes first-order racial diversity in legislative assemblies. Where minority voters can satisfy the requirements of Section 2, the Act requires states to draw electoral districts that increase the likelihood that minority voters will be able to elect candidates of their choice—which, in many situations, will mean the election of more racial minorities to the legislative assembly. The possibility of temporal disaggregation makes clear that this is not the only strategy available to enhance minority representation. One could also introduce second-order diversity into the temporal dimension of minority representation. On this strategy, one would structure the legislative system so that the likely representational strength of racial groups diverged from their overall demographic strength over time, with minority voters sometimes faring better, and sometimes worse, than they would under the current system of promoting first-order diversity.

Whether or not it would be a good idea to accommodate minority interests in legislative assemblies by creating second- rather


129 In this way, one might recast some of Lani Guinier’s claims about cycling and turn-taking in democracy as arguments about temporal second-order diversity. See Lani Guinier, The Tyranny of the Majority: Fundamental Fairness in Representative Democracy (1994). Reconceptualizing her argument in this fashion undermines a central criticism leveled against her theory: that her argument was somehow profoundly antidemocratic. Understanding the temporal dimension of the right to vote shows that cycling or turn-taking can be, on certain conditions, perfectly consistent with a fairly conventional understanding of majoritarian democracy.
than first-order diversity is an extremely difficult question. Gerken has canvassed many of the potential benefits and costs of second-order diversity, and much of her analysis could apply equally to *temporal* second-order diversity as it does to the sort of *institutional* second-order diversity that is the focus of her work.

Here, the important point is only that recognizing the temporal dimension of voting rights reveals that the strategy of second-order diversification need not be confined to juries, electoral districts, or the like. These are not the only disaggregated democratic decisionmaking bodies. To the contrary, all democratic institutions can be viewed as disaggregated bodies.

Moreover, the significance of this conclusion is not limited to issues of second-order diversity. Recognizing that all democratic institutions can be temporally disaggregated dramatically expands the institutional-design possibilities, pointing the way to a variety of new mechanisms that might be used to incorporate minority voices into majoritarian democracy. One possible design strategy would be to use the "storable votes" idea being developed right now by Alessandra Casella and others. Under this strategy, every voter would be given an initial stock of votes. But rather than requiring voters to cast one vote per election, each voter would be permitted to allocate her votes across elections as she saw fit. A voter could choose to cast a "heavier" vote in one election and a "lighter" vote in another. For minority voters with distinctive

---

130 Of course, it is important to remember that we already have some (nonracial) second-order diversity built into the national legislative system. As explained above, the Senate's structure of staggered elections introduces a kind of second-order diversity into the composition of the Senate. See supra text accompanying notes 83–87.

131 See Gerken, supra note 122, at 1103–05 (surveying the benefits of second-order diversity).


133 See id. at 3. Note that the idea of storable votes is closely related to the idea of cumulative voting. In a typical cumulative voting regime, voters are given a stock of votes that they can divide as they choose among a number of candidates—casting more than one vote for a particular candidate if they wish. Cumulative voting gives a coordinated minority more power to elect a candidate than it would have under a system where the candidates were all paired off in separate winner-take-all elections. See Gary W. Cox, Centripetal and Centrifugal Incentives in Electoral Systems, 34 Am. J. Pol. Sci. 903 (1990). In the same fashion, storable votes allow the minority to win some of the time when it otherwise would not.
electoral interests—the sorts of voters that the Voting Rights Act is interested in protecting, for example—storable votes make it possible for such voters to cast heavier votes in a particular election and thereby win some of the time. In this way, storable votes capitalize on the temporality of voting rights to provide another institutional mechanism for avoiding the tyranny of the majority.

B. Partisan Gerrymandering and Anti-Competition Theory

As the discussion in Part I suggested, the choice of a temporal frame can often be dispositive in partisan gerrymandering litigation. The claims that were before the Supreme Court in *LULAC v. Perry* illustrate that point.\(^\text{134}\) Although neither party argued that the case turned on picking an appropriate temporal frame, both the petitioners and respondents devoted considerable energy to debating the relationship between the mid-decade Republican redistricting and the initial postcensus redistricting plan, which the state said unfairly favored Democrats.\(^\text{135}\) Underlying this debate is a deep disagreement about whether it is permissible to enact a pro-Republican plan in order to offset an earlier plan that favored Democrats. Unfortunately, the Court did not confront that question when it decided *LULAC*.

Beyond this general point, there are a number of additional ways in which the temporal dimension of voting rights bears on partisan gerrymandering litigation and scholarship. First, the possibility of inter-temporal representational trades suggests a new way to handle proof problems in partisan gerrymandering litigation and hints at additional institutional strategies for reforming the redistricting process. Second, recognizing the temporal dimension reinforces the differences between state legislative gerrymanders and federal congressional gerrymanders. Third, it sharpens the ongoing debate about redistricting and electoral competition.

Inter-temporal representational aggregation could be used to alleviate some of the problems of proving partisan gerrymandering claims. This is important, because evidentiary concerns have been a central reason that courts have shied away from seriously scrutiniz-

\(^{134}\) 126 S. Ct. 2594 (2006).

\(^{135}\) See supra notes 37–41 and accompanying text.
ing partisan gerrymandering claims.\textsuperscript{136} Courts have had a tough time predicting whether a newly enacted districting plan will impermissibly favor one party or the other. This prediction problem has seemed unavoidable. After all, if a court waited for a decade of evidence about a plan's effects, it would be too late to do anything, because it would be time for a new round of redistricting. Expanding the temporal frame suggests a way out of this dilemma: courts could hold over states the threat of correcting for partisan unfairness in the next round of redistricting. A court might say something like the following: if Democrats can demonstrate at the end of the decade that the existing districting plan has been biased in favor of Republicans throughout the decade, the court will revise the state's subsequent redistricting plan to correct for that unfairness.

While courts might also have difficulty making appropriate ex post corrections—in part because the correction itself would require predictions about the effect of the new redistricting plan—expanding the temporal frame in this fashion suggests other, more process-based remedial possibilities. For example, if Republicans are able to demonstrate at the close of a decade that the existing redistricting scheme has unfairly favored Democrats, a court could give Republicans control over the subsequent redistricting as a remedy. And this remedial possibility suggests a more general reform of the redistricting process that has gone unconsidered: the possibility of alternating redistricting authority between the major parties across redistricting cycles.

The possibility of cycling control between the parties emphasizes one way in which state legislative partisan gerrymandering and congressional partisan gerrymandering present potentially different problems. These two types of gerrymanders are generally thought to pose the same problems and be subject to the same solutions. If one cares only about redistricting fairness across a temporal frame that stretches broadly over more than one redistricting cycle, however, congressional gerrymanders begin to look like much less of a threat to fairness than state legislative gerryman-

ders. A congressional gerrymander in one decade might be offset by an opposing gerrymander the next time around. But such cycling is much less likely to occur in the state legislative redistricting context, because the state process contains more endogeneity. In the state legislative process legislators are drawing their own seats, so having control over the redistricting process in the first period makes it more likely that one will have control in the next period. Congressional redistricting lacks this direct connection. To be sure, there are ties between the state legislators who draw congressional districts and the members of Congress who stand to benefit from them. But the attenuation of this connection makes the cycling of control more likely.

More generally, the preceding discussion highlights a point that often gets obscured in the voting rights literature: competition- and entrenchment-based theories of judicial intervention in the political process are importantly different. These two theories are often conflated in the literature. For example, consider the ongoing debate about incumbent-protecting gerrymanders and the competitiveness of congressional elections. Some legal scholars, including Sam Issacharoff, have suggested that the large margins of victory that are common in congressional campaigns are evidence that the process is anticompetitive. Other legal scholars have criticized these claims, arguing that the competition data is much more ambiguous. Nate Persily, for example, has pointed to some empirical work suggesting that an incumbent's margin of victory in one election may not be strongly correlated with the likelihood that the incumbent will win in the next election cycle. This, he claims, is evidence that the process is in fact appropriately competitive. In a sense both Issacharoff's and Persily's claims are right—because each is working with an unspecified but conflicting conception of the temporal dimension of voting rights. Issacharoff is correct that incumbents' margins of victory are evidence of a lack of competition—if we define competition by reference to the level of contes-

---

137 This point connects to the concern I noted in Section II.B. about the enforceability of inter-temporal representational bargains.
138 See Issacharoff, supra note 35.
tation in a particular election (as evidenced by the final vote spread between the candidates or some other measure). And Persily is correct that the unpredictability of an individual incumbent’s level of success across election cycles is evidence of the presence of competition—if we define competition by reference to the level of contestation in the system across a longer time frame.

The criticisms of the competition-based theory of judicial intervention in the political process have mostly missed this important ambiguity in the theory. Rick Hasen, Bruce Cain, and others have criticized anti-competition accounts on the ground that those accounts fail to specify the baseline level of competition. As I have noted elsewhere, I think that these criticisms miss the mark to a certain extent, in part because they suggest that any theory must be fully specified in order to be useful. But in a sense, the criticisms are too generous to the anti-competition account. The critics suggest that the problem with the theory is that it lacks a competition baseline. In fact, however, it lacks several baselines. It lacks a temporal baseline (and, for that matter, an institutional baseline) in addition to a competition-level baseline.

Whether one selects a narrow or broad temporal frame for evaluating competition depends in part on the theory underlying the anti-competition account. Issacharoff’s reliance on single-election-cycle data suggests that the theory is concerned principally with the level of contestation in any given election. But this narrow focus may not square with the justifications for judicial intervention that Issacharoff and Rick Pildes have suggested underlie the anti-competition theory. In their writings, Issacharoff and Pildes have grounded the theory in the notion that courts should intervene to prevent lock-ups in the political process—that is, arrangements that lead to the unjustified entrenchment of political power. If entrenchment is the concern, however, then the level of

---

142 See Cox, supra note 1, at 423-24.
competitiveness in any particular election cycle is of somewhat limited relevance. Election-cycle competitiveness might be evidence of a longer-term entrenchment, but, as the data relied on by Persily indicates, it might not be. To make sense of the existing debates in the scholarship, it is thus crucial that theories of election-cycle competition be distinguished from theories about longer-term entrenchment effects. Drawing out the temporal dimension of voting rights clarifies this important distinction.

C. One Person, One Vote Doctrine

The possibility of inter-temporal representational aggregation undermines a central criticism of the one person, one vote doctrine. It also suggests a new critique.

The one person, one vote doctrine establishes an equipopulation requirement for electoral districts. Created by the Supreme Court in *Reynolds v. Sims*[^14] and its progeny, the doctrine today requires the revision of electoral districts after the release of each new census in order to equalize the population across districts.[^145] The doctrine applies to federal, state, and local legislative districts.[^146] But the Court has applied the doctrine with the most force in the federal congressional context.[^147] In order to pass constitutional muster, congressional districts must be drawn to be precisely equipopulous according to the census figures; a difference of a few people across

[^146]: See *Wesberry v. Sanders*, 376 U.S. 1 (1964) (applying the one person, one vote principle to federal congressional districting); *Reynolds v. Sims*, 377 U.S. 533 (1964) (applying the one person, one vote principle to state legislative districting); *Avery v. Midland County*, 390 U.S. 474 (1968) (applying the one person, one vote principle to local government structures).
districts is sufficient to render a redistricting plan unconstitutional. 148

The one person, one vote doctrine has been criticized on a number of grounds, and there are several reasons why the equipopulation principle might be theoretically unsatisfying. 149 Even for enthusiasts of the principle, however, the one person, one vote doctrine contains a seemingly significant defect: that doctrine simply does not guarantee equipopulous districts in every election. The one person, one vote doctrine requires only that states revise their district lines after the release of each decennial census. 150 Once states do this, they can continue to use those district lines throughout the remainder of the decade—even though the electorate is far from static. As the Court recently noted, “[w]hen the decennial census numbers are released, States must redistrict to account for any changes or shifts in population. But before the new census, States operate under the legal fiction that even 10 years later, the plans are constitutionally apportioned.” 151

For those who like the equipopulation requirement in principle, this seems unfortunate. Perhaps the difficulties of administration

148 See, e.g., Karcher, 462 U.S. 725; Vieth v. Pennsylvania, 195 F. Supp. 2d 672, 678 (M.D. Pa. 2002) (invalidating Pennsylvania’s post-2000 census redistricting plan on the ground that the plan included congressional districts the population of which differed by a few persons).

149 See, e.g., Grant M. Hayden, The False Promise of One Person, One Vote, 102 Mich. L. Rev. 213 (2003) (criticizing the doctrine for masking, behind a thin veneer of objectivity and neutrality, controversial commitments to a certain form of democracy); Sanford Levinson, One Person, One Vote: A Mantra in Need of Meaning, 80 N.C. L. Rev. 1269 (2002) (criticizing the equipopulation requirement for lacking a clear conceptual definition).

150 Even this statement is a slight oversimplification. Reynolds v. Sims’s initial suggestion that regular redistricting was required has evolved over time into a judicial rule that existing redistricting plans become unconstitutional upon the release of new decennial census data. See Georgia v. Ashcroft, 539 U.S. 461, 488 n.2 (2003). Still, the Court has never affirmatively required that states revise district lines immediately following the release of each new census. And at least one state does not redistrict until two years after the release of the census. See Me. Const. art. IV, pt. 1, § 2 (“The Legislature which convenes in 1983 and every tenth year thereafter shall cause the State to be divided into districts for the choice of one Representative for each district.”); id. art. IV, pt. 2, § 2 (“The Legislature which shall convene in the year 1983 and every tenth year thereafter shall cause the State to be divided into districts for the choice of a Senator from each district, using the same method as provided in Article IV, Part First, Section 2 for apportionment of Representative Districts.”).

make closer adherence to the principle impossible. From the perspective of the principle itself, however, it would seem better to revise district lines every election cycle in order to correct for population discrepancies. In fact, some have suggested that the sporadic application of the equipopulation principle renders it incoherent.

Recognizing the temporal dimension of voting rights undermines this common criticism. The equipopulation requirement can be perfectly coherent in principle even if it does not guarantee precise population equality in each election. Expanding the temporal frame within which one evaluates a districting scheme for compliance with the equipopulation requirement can rehabilitate the principle. If one were to adopt a decade-long temporal frame, for example, it would be unproblematic that a set of districts did not have equal populations in any particular election. Instead, what would matter was that each district in the set had the same average population over the course of the decade. A district could diverge from this mean in any given election, so long as the deviation was offset over the balance of the decade.

To make this point clear, imagine a state with three electoral districts and three hundred voters. In this hypothetical state, the districts are equipopulous at any given time if they each have one hundred voters. Under the common understanding of the equipopulation principle, the principle is violated whenever any of the districts has a greater or lesser number of voters in it. Were courts to expand the temporal frame across which they tested for violations of the equipopulation principle, however, the districts would not need to have the same population at every point in time. Rather, they need only have the same average population over time. One district could, without causing concern, have fewer voters than the average at the outset of the relevant period and more at the period's conclusion.

Thus, the possibility of aggregation in the temporal dimension of voting rights provides a partial response to a common criticism of the one person, one vote principle. The response, however, sug-

---

152 This explanation does not, of course, answer the question whether we should want to permit inter-temporal trade-offs of voting rights in the one person, one vote context. Nor does it explain how wide the temporal frame should be if we do want to accept some such trade-offs. In part, these questions are particularly hard to answer for the equipopulation principle because the principle's theoretical foundations are
gests a new critique of the principle's implementation. The problem may not be that districts deviate over time from the initial state in which they are equipopulous. Instead, the problem may be that the doctrine, as currently constructed, does nothing to ensure that the population deviations cancel out over time. If the deviations do not cancel out over time, then even if we expand the temporal frame the equipopulation principle will be violated.

In the current system, deviations from population equality are very unlikely to wash out over time. Instead, such deviations will systematically favor areas with shrinking populations and disfavor growth areas. At the outset of each decade, states equalize the populations of their legislative districts. Over the course of the decade, the populations of individual districts diverge from their initial equality. But a district in flux is extremely unlikely to fluctuate around its initial population over the course of the decade. It is much more likely to steadily increase or decrease in population, depending on the demographic trends in the area. If the district covers a section of Detroit's western suburbs, it will grow; if it covers a section of downtown Detroit, however, it will likely shrink. The differential growth rate between Detroit and its suburbs will lead electoral districts in the city to be consistently underpopulated compared to the districts in the suburbs, even if those districts are drawn to be equipopulous at the outset of the decade. And because Detroit’s districts will be underpopulated, fewer voters will control the election of a representative—precisely the advantage that the Court purported to be combating in one person, one vote cases.

There is a way to overcome this different critique of the one person, one vote doctrine: the doctrine could be refashioned in order somewhat scattered and weak. See supra note 149. If we had a stronger sense of exactly what the principle was designed to accomplish, it would be easier to figure out whether its purposes would be promoted by expanding the temporal frame within which courts evaluated one person, one vote claims.

155 See CensusScope.org, http://www.censusscope.org/us/s26/c125/print_chart_popl.html (last visited Oct. 18, 2006) (showing that Oakland County, Michigan, which includes several suburbs immediately to the west of Detroit, grew by 10.2% between 1990 and 2000).


to make it much more likely that deviations from population equality would cancel out over the decennial period. One way to ameliorate the problem would be to change the census data used during decennial redistricting. States redistrict today on the basis of current population figures.\textsuperscript{156} Redistricting instead on the basis of projected population figures would help overcome the problem of having some districts that are consistently under- or overpopulated, on average, over the decade. If states used projected mid-decade figures, a district’s population change in the first half of the decade would tend to cancel out its change in the second half (assuming population was changing at a reasonably constant rate). A district in Detroit drawn to be equipopulous in the middle of the decade would initially be overpopulated and later become underpopulated, rather than consistently being underpopulated.\textsuperscript{157}

Some other countries that use districted elections already rely on projected population figures in just this way. Australia has a seven-year redistricting cycle and, like the United States, an equipopulation requirement.\textsuperscript{158} When electoral districts in Australia are fashioned at the outset of the districting cycle, they are drawn on the basis of what the population is projected to be three-and-a-half years hence—at the midpoint of the districting plan’s life.\textsuperscript{159} Australia...

\textsuperscript{156} To be more precise, states redistrict following the release of the decennial census data on the basis of that data. See supra note 150 and accompanying text; Cox, supra note 39, at 778 n.102. The census data is provided to states for redistricting purposes no later than April 1 of the year following the census, see The Census Act, 13 U.S.C. § 141(c) (2000), which means that the population data is already slightly out of date when states use it to draw district lines.

\textsuperscript{157} If projected population data was unavailable or objectionable for some reason, there are other ways to compensate for the deviation. One possibility is compensating for population growth after the fact rather than before. A district that is overpopulated by \(x\) voters at the end of the decade could be redrawn following the census to be under-populated by \(x/2\) voters. Over time, this would represent an ex post mechanism for correcting for population deviations.


\textsuperscript{159} Courtney, supra note 158, at 69–70.
lia’s experience provides some evidence that the fix suggested above could be more than merely theoretical.160

In short, therefore, taking explicit account of the temporal dimension of voting rights provides a way to reconcile the one person, one vote doctrine’s principle of equipopulous districts with a rule that requires redistricting only once every decade. At the same time, this reconciliation suggests that the current redistricting process should be modified to better comport with the principle.

CONCLUSION

The aggregate nature of the right to vote—though widely recognized—remains surprisingly underspecified. As a result, courts and commentators have often missed important dilemmas and opportunities when evaluating voting rights claims or thinking about the design of democratic institutions.

This Article aims to specify more completely the conceptual structure of the right to vote. Disaggregating and unpacking three different dimensions of that right, the Article demonstrates that issues of inter-temporality are an unavoidable feature of voting rights disputes. Although I do not mean to suggest that we should immediately adopt broad temporal frames for evaluating the fairness of all voting rules, it is clearly the case that we should often evaluate such rules through a wider-angled temporal lens than we currently employ. Voting theorists of all stripes—competition theorists, vote dilution theorists, etc.—should take seriously the centrality of the temporal dimension of voting rights, irrespective of their own normative accounts of the electoral system.
